Call to Artists!

People of the Northwest: A Night of Art, Fashion, and Music

Cultural Forum // KWVA // Remix Apparel Exchange // Honeysuckle & Sassafras

We are proud to present to you People of the Northwest – a hybrid project that will showcase the individual style of people from around the Northwest through their art, fashion and music.

The Cultural Forum is now accepting visual arts submissions from all artists. We encourage anyone who is interested to submit, including students from all majors, staff, faculty, and local community members.

We are looking for 2D art of any medium that conveys the artist's own sense of self or personal style. This could be something as straightforward as a self-portrait or something entirely abstract. Anything goes, so long as the artist feels a personal and self-reflective connection with the piece. Sizes of individual pieces are restricted to a maximum of 3 feet by 3 feet. Though not required, artists are encouraged to submit a short artist's statement with their work.

The amount of pieces in this exhibition will be limited by space, but every effort will be made to include as many pieces of art as possible. The art will be displayed in GSH 123 on the day of show.

Show date: 31 May 2015

If you have any questions or would like to submit a piece of your artwork please contact the Cultural Forum art curator, Louis Cicalese at gallery@uoregon.edu. Artwork may be submitted for consideration digitally, via scans or high-quality photographs.

If you have questions about other aspects of the People of the Northwest project, please contact:

Taylor Jones
KWVA Music Director
jones7@uoregon.edu

Athena Delene
Owner of Remix Apparel and AD Photography
(541) 515-9442
athena@eugeneweekly.com

UO Cultural Forum